
Birth Pool In A Box
Regular and Mini Sizes



 n Patented form-fitting disposable liners with Integrat-
ed Cupholder

 n Made without phthalates, which have been linked 
to fertility problems, and is free from lead and cad-
mium. Better for the environment, better for you and 
your baby.

 n Includes disposable liner for enhanced safety. 
Midwives advise that a new liner for the birth is a 
necessity from a hygiene perspective, and are a 
must when mothers want to be able to do trial-runs 
before the birth. One disposable liner is included 
with each pool and additional liners are available. 
Using a liner also means two “containers” for the 
water, giving added protection against the unlikely 
event of a water leak.

 n Deep enough to give buoyancy without com-
promising midwife support - the minimum recom-
mended depth of water to provide buoyancy for 
a mother in labor is 21”. Birth-Pool-in-a-Box has an 
internal depth of 26” and since the sides are stiff 
when inflated, you can fill water to a depth of 23”.

 n Three independent chambers for improved safety. 
The sides of Birth-Pool-in-a-Box are made of 3 inde-
pendent tubular chambers stacked on top of each 
other. If one of them should puncture by accident, 
only 1/3 of the wall height will be lost. This is safer for 
mother and baby and results in little to no water on 
your floor than a puncture into a single-chambered 
inflatable pool.

 n Comfortable and welcoming. It is welcoming and 
the inflated sides are comfortable to rest upon. This 
helps you relax, which will enhance the production 
of the hormone oxytocin, speeding up labor.

 n Adjustable Height. By deflating the middle chamber 
to the appropriate height once a woman is in the 
filled pool, the height of the pool can be adjusted 
for safe and comfortable access to the woman by 
her caregivers. Not every woman needs 28” high 
sides. Smaller woman or smaller midwives may find 
that by lowering the sides of the pool by several 
inches, they feel more comfortable. By adjusting this 
on the middle chamber, the rigidity and stability of 
the pool is maintained by the fully inflated top and 
bottom chamber.

 n Double-reinforced handles. Mothers requested 
strong handles on the outside of the pool for use 
when leaning on the side facing out. They are 
angled at 30 degrees for comfort and secure the 
form-fitted disposable liner in place. Study enough 
for birth partner and midwives to support from any 
position.

 n Once the pool is filled, the sides are sturdy enough 
for a 210 lb (95.5kg) person to sit on the side without 
collapsing it. Every one factory-tested. Every single 
pool is inflated and left for 24 hours before testing 
and packing. That means structural integrity you 
can depend on.

MAXIMUM POOL WEIGHT
Personal Birth Pool in a Box with a patient inside:
pool and liner = 22 lbs
patient = 200 lbs
max gal x 8.34 lbs/gal
Total Max Birth Pool in a Box Birth Pool with 
200lb patient = 1872 lbs Reg /1265 lbs Mini

Guarantee = 1 use or one year
Personal Pools

Regular Mini 
Exterior Size 76" x 65" x 30" 65” x 57” x 28”

Interior Size 56” x 45” x 27” 45” x 37” x 26”

Capacity 190 gallons max @ 23” full Capacity 125 gallons max @ 23” full
Persons 1 or 2 1 or 2
Tub Thickness 0.38 mm 0.38 mm

Liner Thickness 0.20 mm 0.20 mm 

Approximate Inflation Time 15-25 minutes 10-20 minutes 

Approximate Filling Time (assuming 
continual hot water) 40 min 30 min 45 min 30 min 

  o
ne use or

1 year
GU ARANTEED

Liner usage required for warranty Insurance coverage by manufac-
turer, Edel ImmersysLINER USAGE REQUIRED FOR WARRANTY INSURANCE COVERAGE BY  
MANUFACTURER, EDEL IMMERSYS



 n The Professional is designed for busy midwives or 
hospital units that want to just provide disposable 
liners for each client. The Professional BPIAB is made 
for heavy use. A thicker plastic mil provides extra 
protection AND there is the unique feature of an ex-
tra thick piece of material on the very bottom of the 
pool. This prevents any leaks or drips coming from 
the floor of the pool. The extra padding also makes 
it more comfortable for clients

 n Patented form-fitting disposable liners with Integrat-
ed Cupholder

 n Made without phthalates, which have been linked 
to fertility problems, and is free from lead and cad-
mium. Better for the environment, better for you and 
your baby.

 n Includes disposable liner for enhanced safety. 
Midwives advise that a new liner for the birth is a 
necessity from a hygiene perspective, and are a 
must when mothers want to be able to do trial-runs 
before the birth. One disposable liner is included 
with each pool and additional liners are available. 
Using a liner also means two “containers” for the 
water, giving added protection against the unlikely 
event of a water leak.

 n Deep enough to give buoyancy without com-
promising midwife support - the minimum recom-
mended depth of water to provide buoyancy for 
a mother in labor is 21”. Birth-Pool-in-a-Box has an 
internal depth of 26” and since the sides are stiff 
when inflated, you can fill water to a depth of 23”.

 n Three independent chambers for improved safety. 
The sides of Birth-Pool-in-a-Box are made of 3 inde-
pendent tubular chambers stacked on top of each 

other. If one of them should puncture by accident, 
only 1/3 of the wall height will be lost. This is safer for 
mother and baby and results in little to no water on 
your floor than a puncture into a single-chambered 
inflatable pool.

 n Comfortable and welcoming. It is welcoming and 
the inflated sides are comfortable to rest upon. This 
helps you relax, which will enhance the production 
of the hormone oxytocin, speeding up labor.

 n Adjustable Height. By deflating the middle chamber 
to the appropriate height once a woman is in the 
filled pool, the height of the pool can be adjusted 
for safe and comfortable access to the woman by 
her caregivers. Not every woman needs 28” high 
sides. Smaller woman or smaller midwives may find 
that by lowering the sides of the pool by several 
inches, they feel more comfortable. By adjusting this 
on the middle chamber, the rigidity and stability of 
the pool is maintained by the fully inflated top and 
bottom chamber.

 n Double-reinforced handles. Mothers requested 
strong handles on the outside of the pool for use 
when leaning on the side facing out. They are 
angled at 30 degrees for comfort and secure the 
form-fitted disposable liner in place. Study enough 
for birth partner and midwives to support from any 
position.

 n Once the pool is filled, the sides are sturdy enough 
for a 210 lb (95.5kg) person to sit on the side without 
collapsing it. Every one factory-tested. Every single 
pool is inflated and left for 24 hours before testing 
and packing. That means structural integrity you 
can depend on.

MAXIMUM POOL WEIGHT
Professional Birth Pool in a Box with a patient inside:
pool and liner = 30 lbs
patient = 200 lbs
max gal x 8.34 lbs/gal
Total Max Birth Pool in a Box Birth Pool with 
200lb patient = 1880 lbs Reg /1273 lbs Mini

Guarantee = 40 uses in 4 years

Regular Mini 
Exterior Size 76" x 65" x 30" 65” x 57” x 30”

Interior Size 56” x 45” x 27” 45” x 37” x 27”

Capacity 190 gallons max @ 23” full Capacity 125 gallons max @ 23” full
Persons 1 or 2 1 or 2
Tub Thickness 0.55 mm 0.55 mm

Liner Thickness 0.20 mm 0.20 mm 

Approximate Inflation Time 15-25 minutes 10-20 minutes 

Approximate Filling Time (assuming 
continual hot water) 40 min 30 min 45 min 30 min 

  4
0 uses in

4 years
GU ARANTEED

LINER USAGE REQUIRED FOR WARRANTY INSURANCE COVERAGE BY  
MANUFACTURER, EDEL IMMERSYS

Professional Pools
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